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Firmino lifts dead rubber with inspired performance 
Liverpool 0 Porto 0 (Liverpool win 5-0 on agg) 
There was an hour of Roberto Firmino to savour, a marvellous save by Iker Casillas 
from Danny Ings and some neat passing from Jordan Henderson, but otherwise 
this was a dead rubber to be swiftly erased from the memory banks. 
Liverpool avoided injuries, Adam Lallana enjoyed a 90-minute workout, and 
Jürgen Klopp's side progressed smoothly into the quarter-finals of the Champions 
League. The Liverpool manager tweaked his formation late on, moving from 4-3-3 
to 3-5-2 with the introduction of Ragnar Klavan for the last ten minutes, assessing 
another system. 
The main surprise had been Klopp starting Firmino with Liverpool leading 5-0 
from the away leg and the small matter of a game away to Manchester United on 
Saturday. Until replaced by Ings on the hour, Firmino chased hard for his ninth 
European goal of the campaign, which would have equalled the club record for a 
season held by Dean Saunders, who set the mark in the 1991-92 Uefa Cup. 
Firmino had already passed the European Cup season's tally of seven achieved by 
Steven Gerrard (twice), Roger Hunt, Peter Crouch, Dirk Kuyt and Mohamed Salah 
this season, and the reverence in which he is held was shown by a standing 
ovation as he left the pitch. 
This was far from his best game, but his work rate was phenomenal. As well as his 
impressive numbers in Europe, the Brazilian's all-round attacking contribution is 
also reflected in the seven assists along with the 13 goals in his vibrant Premier 
League work this season. The focus frequently, and inevitably, has been on the 
prolific Salah, who started on the bench here, but Firmino's influence is immense, 
and Klopp rarely misses a chance to praise an "outstanding" striker. 
Anfield was full, with the Porto fans adding to the atmosphere having marched en 
masse from the city centre. Some of the visiting contingent earned rebukes from 
the home fans for failing to observe the period of silence for the Fiorentina 
captain, Davide Astori, who died from a cardiac arrest on Sunday. 
When the game began, Firmino's movement immediately caught the eye. He 
wears No 9 but plays all over the front line, starting centrally before switching 
with Sadio Mané, who began on the right. He made some of those diagonal runs 
that drag centre backs out of the middle, opening up space. 
He was always showing for the ball, always looking to accelerate moves. Klopp 
has surrounded him with pace, Mané and usually Salah, with additional speed 
being supplied from full back. Firmino lacks electric pace but his mind is so quick, 
such as when he picked out Emre Can, whose ball to Joe Gomez culminated in the 
stretching Mané steering his shot over. 
Firmino was constantly involved, making intelligent runs, chesting one ball down 
and trying to turn until crowded out by Porto's captain, Felipe. From a Lallana 
cross from the right, Firmino almost got free but again Porto managed to protect 
Casillas's goal. 
Liverpool, missing Salah's outlet, almost scored midway through the first half. 
Lallana and James Milner worked the ball to Mané, who chested it down and shot 
against the post. 
Attention was immediately shifted back to Firmino. Few forwards in this country 
are as diligent in helping out defensively. With ten minutes of a scoreless, rather 
stale half remaining, Firmino tracked back to dispossess Jesús Corona, turned with 
the ball and then began dribbling down the left. When Porto tried to press him, 
Firmino coolly threaded the ball inside to the unmarked Henderson, who 
launched another counterattack. 
The cameo captured some of Firmino's strengths, that commitment to the team 
cause, the work rate, touch and awareness of team-mates' positioning. The Kop 
showed its appreciation, chanting "Bobby Firmino". 
The 26-year-old lasted only 15 minutes of the second half, but in that time 
hounded Majeed Waris and Diogo Dalot in classic Klopp pressing style and almost 
equalled Saunders' record. Henderson, whose passing was expansive, played the 
ball through and Firmino hurtled down the inside-left channel but the excellent 
Felipe kept pace with him and cleared. 
Ings was quickly involved, earning applause for winning the ball in the centre 
circle, dealing with Porto pressure, and then calmly starting another attack. Yet 
Porto were defending ably, and when Salah — who replaced Mané in the 74th 
minute — did manage to find some space and Milner headed goalwards, Casillas 
saved easily. The legendary goalkeeper was greeted to a rapturous reception by 
the Kop at the start of the second half. 
Casillas demonstrated his enduring agility when clawing away Ings' powerful 
header from another Salah cross. But there was little to occupy the fans. Porto 
clearly had little interest in even attempting a mission impossible. Óliver Torres 
went closest but Dejan Lovren blocked his shot. 
Liverpool (4-3-3): L Karius 6 — J Gomez 6, J Matip 6, D Lovren 6, A Moreno 6 — J 
Milner 6, J Henderson 7, E Can 6 (sub: R Klavan 80min) — S Mané 6 (sub: M Salah 
74), R Firmino 7 (sub: D Ings 62, 6), A Lallana 6. Substitutes not used S Mignolet, V 
van Dijk, T Alexander-Arnold, A Oxlade-Chamberlain. Booked Henderson. 
Porto (4-4-2): I Casillas 6 — M Pereira 6, Felipe 7, D Reyes 6, D Dalot 6 — J Corona 
6, A André 6 (sub: S OIiveira 62, 6), Ó Torres 6, M Waris 6 (sub: Ricardo 68, 6) — B 
Costa 6, V Aboubakar 6 (sub: G Paciência, 80). Substitutes not used J Sá, Y 
Brahimi, Otávio, L Mata. Booked André, Dalot. 
Referee F Zwayer (Germany). 

 
Jürgen Klopp feels thrill of Liverpool’s return among Europe’s giants 
In truth Liverpool secured their place in the Champions League quarter-finals 
three weeks ago but the formality of victory over Porto does not lessen their 
achievement. Jürgen Klopp’s team enjoyed the fruits of a ruthless demolition in 
Portugal and eased into the last eight. “It was time we showed up again,” purred 
a contented Liverpool manager. 
Anfield staged an unusual last-16 second leg: one lacking goals, excitement and 
the competitive edge the game requires at any level. Liverpool had no complaints. 
The onus was on the Portuguese league leaders to address their 5-0 first-leg 
humbling and, courtesy of a professional job by Klopp’s team, they never looked 
likely to become the first side to overturn a five-goal deficit in the Champions 
League. 
The return leg was enlivened only after Mohamed Salah’s late introduction but, 
aside from a spectacular save from his fellow substitute Danny Ings, the veteran 
keeper Iker Casillas was barely troubled. Liverpool will be hanging around for 
some time yet on current form. This was more a test of their mentality than 
ability according to Klopp and it was one they passed with ease en route to their 
first quarter-final appearance since defeat by Chelsea nine years ago. 
“It feels really good, to be honest,” said Klopp. “I cannot feel what people feel 
about waiting so long but I know about it. The last eight is cool. I am a little bit 
satisfied. It was time we showed up again. There is good development at 
Liverpool at the moment but, if you don’t show up in a competition like the 
Champions League, then nobody will realise it. It’s done, it’s good – now let’s 
carry on.” 
The strength of Liverpool’s squad enabled Klopp to avoid too many risks with his 
line-up while still making five changes to the team that beat Newcastle on 
Saturday. Virgil van Dijk and the 32-goal Salah were left on the bench and Andrew 
Robertson was absent completely but it was an experienced and recognisable 
Liverpool side that the manager deployed. At a crucial stage in the campaign 
maintaining their formidable rhythm was also on Klopp’s agenda. 
Porto were more disciplined and united than at Estádio do Dragão and almost 
capitalised twice with long balls over Liverpool’s central defence. The fit-again 
Vincent Aboubakar and then Majeed Waris just failed to connect. Professional 
pride was at stake for the visitors, roared on by an impressive travelling support. 
Impressive in numbers, at least – the failure of a few individuals in 
the Portosection to honour a minute’s silence for Davide Astori, the late 
Fiorentina captain, brought understandable condemnation from the home crowd. 
The commitment of both teams to victory was undeniable but so was the sense of 
a dead rubber. The first half was painfully short on incident, although twice Sadio 
Mané almost inflated Liverpool’s aggregate lead. 
His first chance arrived from a right-wing cross by Joe Gomez but an acrobatic 
volley sailed just over Casillas’ crossbar. His second, a snap-shot from the right of 
the penalty area, beat the World Cup winner only to rebound to safety off the 
inside of the far post. 
Casillas was given a warm ovation by the Kop when he re-emerged for the second 
half of what could be his final appearance on the Champions League stage. His 
first came in September 1999 when the former Liverpool striker John Toshack 
named an 18-year-old Casillas in his side to face Olympiakos in Athens – a statistic 
to make one feel old. 
But it was the Liverpool keeper, Loris Karius, who made the first save of the night 
when Waris shot low to his right. That was a rare moment of danger for Liverpool 
and they continued to create the better of the game’s few opportunities. James 
Milner, part of a midfield trio that allowed Liverpool to dominate possession and 
retain composure throughout, sliced wide when stretching for Adam Lallana’s 
cross. Lallana made only his third start of an injury-hit season on the left of the 
attack but was more prominent when switched to his preferred position on the 
right. 
Roberto Firmino, Ings and Salah – who was promised a day off training on 
Wednesday by Klopp providing he “ran a lot” for the final 16 minutes – all tested 
the Porto defence in the second half. The goalless draw could not dampen the 
Liverpool manager’s enthusiasm for his team’s progress. 
“I don’t want to make it smaller than it is and I don’t want to make it bigger,” said 
Klopp. “We belong there, it should not be a big surprise and the next round will 
be very difficult. We have a chance to go through to the semis, that is the aim, but 
we take it step by step. It’s cool.” 
 

 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/championsleague
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/feb/14/porto-liverpool-champions-league-last-16-first-leg-match-report
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/feb/14/porto-liverpool-champions-league-last-16-first-leg-match-report
https://www.theguardian.com/football/liverpool
https://www.theguardian.com/football/2018/mar/03/liverpool-newcastle-united-premier-league-match-report
https://www.theguardian.com/football/porto
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Jurgen Klopp's side safely through to Champions League quarter-finals 
despite second-leg Anfield stalemate 
Say what you want about Jurgen Klopp but he doesn't do convention. What other 
manager would have risked his team's crown jewel in the last throes of a game of 
no consequence? Porto at Anfield was never going to be Liverpool biggest 
collision in March. No. That label had long belonged to Manchester United at Old 
Trafford; March 10 and the shootout, most likely, to determine which Reds at 
either ends of the M62 will finish best of the rest. 
Here was a chance, then, for Klopp to give Mohamed Salah the night off and a 
chance to rest his legs; get him cherry ripe to run at Manchester United's defence, 
never mind running at a Porto team that was resigned to elimination from the 
Champions League.  All seemed to be going to plan. Salah was the on bench and 
for 74 minutes, he had been a spectator. But, suddenly, Klopp turned to his right 
and invited his No 11 into the action. It was a decision gleefully received by the 
crowd – and it was a decision Klopp always intended to make. 
'Everybody thinks about the possibility of injuries and that can happen,' Klopp 
said. 'It was clear that we'd give him the last 20 minutes. I told him if he runs a lot 
then he doesn't have to train tomorrow! I thought he was quite lively.' 
He was also enlivening. In a game of little excitement, his cameo created 
excitement. His first touch, cushioning a high ball, was exquisite; another cross, 
shortly after, created a glorious opening that fellow substitute Danny Ings 
couldn't convert. Even in short bursts, Salah is a delight. 
This, however, is likely to be his last cameo of the season. Salah will be at the tip 
of Liverpool's attacking trident from now on, at Old Trafford on Saturday and 
when his club play in the quarter-finals of this competition for the first time since 
2009. 'I cannot feel what people feel when they wait so long but it feels good, I 
know that,' said Klopp. 'Last eight is cool. It was time we showed up again.  
'Good development at Liverpool. If you don't show up in the Champions League 
then nobody will realise (you are missing). We made that step.'  
Porto striker Vincent Aboubakar came closest for the visitors but failed to get a 
proper connection on a swivel shot 
During that campaign nine years ago, Liverpool obliterated Real Madrid 4-0 at 
Anfield. Iker Casillas was in goal that evening and many would have expected, 
given Klopp's side scored five in Oporto, that the Spain legend would be on the 
end of a similar score. Casillas will leave Porto when his contract expires in the 
summer and, given that he will be 37 in May, it remains to be seen whether 
another elite club will offer an opportunity. If this was to be the end, then, after 
171 appearances he wanted one final clean sheet. He wasn't too hard pressed to 
register it. Liverpool lacked the frenzy you expect from Anfield on one of these 
evening and there was you could tell that by looking at Klopp; he never waved his 
arms like windmills, never deployed his piercing dog whistle to get his team back 
into position. Belated, Liverpool began to find some rhythm and purpose. The first 
proper sight of goal arrived in the 17th minute, when Joe Gomez scampered 
down the right and his cross, while too high for Roberto Firmino, was met by 
Sadio Mane but his acrobatic effort whizzed over the bar. 
You anticipated that Liverpool would step up a gear and begin to hem Porto in but 
the anticipation was misplaced. Liverpool would only threaten twice more before 
the interval, Mane striking the base of the post with a thumping drive and Dejan 
Lovren heading over from six yards. With Liverpool five goals up from the first-leg, 
top goalscorer Mohamed Salah started on the bench on Tuesday evening 
Come half-time, the thoughts of many within the stadium had begun to drift to 
Old Trafford on Saturday with the main question being: how long would Firmino 
and Mane be allowed to continue when there was a chance to give them rest? 
Klopp, though, was in no hurry to give them a breather despite the match ambling 
towards its inevitable conclusion. Firmino, too, was in no hurry to come off, given 
he is one goal away from equalling the club record for most goals (nine) scored by 
one player in a European campaign. There was one chance to draw alongside 
Dean Saunders, whose haul came in the 1991-92 UEFA Cup, but Firmino's attempt 
was blocked in the 59th minute by the outstretched leg of Porto captain Felipe 
after Jordan Henderson ushered him forward. His night ended not long after. 
This particular adventure, however, shows no sign of stopping and Liverpool 
remain dark horses to win it. Klopp had the look of man who knew it. 
'We have a chance to go through to semis,' said Klopp. But take it step by step, its 
cool. We had this year first time the opportunity. Now we are in, so I think we are 
in time.' 
MATCH FACTS, PLAYER RATINGS AND MATCH ZONE  
Liverpool (4-3-3): Karius 7; Gomez 6.5, Matip 6, Lovren 6.5, Moreno 6; Can 6.5 
(Klavan 80), Henderson 6, Milner 6.5; Lallana 7, Firmino 6 (Ings 62, 6), Mane 6 
(Salah 74, 6.5) Subs not used: Mignolet, van Dijk, Oxlade-Chamberlain, Alexander-
Arnold Booked: Henderson Manager: Jurgen Klopp 6 
Porto (4-2-4): Casillas 7; Pereira 6, Felipe 7.5, Reyes 7, Dalot 6; Torres 6.5, Andre 6 
(Oliveira 62, 6); Costa 6.5, Aboubakar 6 (Paciencia 80), Waris 6.5, Corona 6 
(Ricardo 68, 6) Subs not used: Jose Sa, Brahimi, Otavio, Mata Booked: Andre, 
Dalot Manager: Sergio Conceicao 6 
Referee: Felix Zwayer 6 Man of the Match: Felipe  

 

 
Liverpool stroll into last eight after Porto fail to fire 
Liverpool 0 Porto 0 Liverpool win 5-0 on agg Att: 48,768 
It has been nine years since Liverpool reached the last eight of the Champions 
League and, at a time when a memorable decade for the club in Europe was 
coming to a close, the road back under four managers has been a long one. 
Jurgen Klopp's side have finally arrived, although this was not one of those 
remarkable European nights, or certainly nothing like the corresponding game in 
2009 when they beat Real Madrid by four goals at Anfield to complete another 5-
0 aggregate win and booked a quarter-final against Chelsea. 
The hard work had already been done in Portugal and they were up against a 
Porto team that did not know whether to sit back or attack and ended up doing 
neither. 
"It feels good," Klopp said, "I can feel that people have waited so long. The last 
eight is cool. I'm a little bit satisfied, to be honest. It was time we showed up 
again. 
"If you don't show up in a competition like the Champions League, people forget 
about you. I am happy for all the people involved, let's carry on." In terms of his 
own targets when he took over in October 2015, Klopp said there never a 
timescale in mind for getting back to this level. 
"I don't want to make it smaller than it is, or bigger than it is," he said. "The next 
round will be difficult, with a lot of good teams and four of the others could be 
English. 
"I think we will have a chance. 
We can go to the semi-finals. This year we had the opportunity to do it, so we are 
on time." 
The visit to Manchester United on Saturday loomed over this tie and it was only in 
the closing stages that Klopp decided to raise the stakes, sending on Danny Ings 
for his seventh appearance of the season after that long recovery from a second 
knee injury and then later Mohamed Salah. 
There was not the intensity we have come to expect from Klopp's team this 
season because the occasion simply did not demand it. 
In 2009, Liverpool went out in the quarter-finals to Chelsea, but not after they had 
come within a goal of going through in a famous comeback at Stamford Bridge 
when the home team had eventually equalised to make the score 4-4 on the 
night. 
One year later Rafael Benitez was gone, the current owners Fenway Sports Group 
took over and, aside from one Premier League title nearmiss, it feels like the 
rebuilding has been a process that has taken the club to this point and this 
manager. 
If they win at Old Trafford, Klopp's team can go second in the league - where they 
finished in that 2008-2009 season in which they last reached the Champions 
League quarter-finals. No side will catch Manchester City this season, but in the 
Champions League, Klopp's side remain a dangerous side. They have demolished 
the leaders of the Portuguese league, who had never really been in this tie at any 
stage. 
For Ings, there was a chance after the 88th minute that he strained to get a head 
to in front of the Kop and forced a fine save from Iker Casillas. 
In terms of Klopp's strikers, Ings has leapt ahead of Dominic Solanke and looks 
ready for his chance if injury presents one. 
Since that 5-0 first-leg defeat, Sergio Conceicao's Porto team had racked up 15 
goals in four straight league wins in a Primeira Liga campaign in which they 
remain undefeated. On this occasion, it became obvious after a while that they 
just did not have the extra gear to trouble Liverpool. 
At the end, Casillas was applauded off by the supporters that remained in Anfield 
in what might be the 36-year-old's last Champions League appearance of a career 
in which he has won it all. 
He did not see much of a rightfooted Sadio Mane shot against the inside of a post 
after 32 minutes in a first half where Porto had very little of the ball. Klopp made 
five changes from the team that beat Newcastle United on Saturday, with Salah 
and Virgil van Dijk stood down to the bench. 
Adam Lallana made only third start of the season and, after those two spells 
injured, the Englishman looks understandably off the pace. Jordan Henderson 
ended the game limping with a dead leg that Klopp says is not serious. 
A comeback was not expected from Porto, but a bit of risk on their part in the first 
half would have made it more of a spectacle. 
Their Cameroon international striker Vincent Aboubakar worked a lonely shift in 
attack and there was none of the anxiety around Anfield that can sometimes 
contribute to mistakes on such nights. By the end of the game, Liverpool were 
pushing for a winning goal and Ings went closest with that header from the 
Egyptian's cross. 
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Liverpool coast through with a minimum of fuss 
LIVERPOOL 0 PORTO 0 Liverpool win 5-0 on aggregate 
"There is a job to finish," Jürgen Klopp told his players in his programme notes, 
but Liverpool's work here was done from the first whistle. 
No team has ever overturned a five-goal deficit from the first leg in the 
Champions League and Porto did not come at all close to setting a precedent, 
as Liverpool's rout at the Estadio do Dragao three weeks ago comfortably carried 
them through to the quarter-finals. 
This goalless draw was a strange game, not so much a football match but an 
argument for automatic byes when one team finds themselves in such a 
commanding position after playing the first leg away from home. 
On a night of little intensity, and even fewer chances, both sides simply went 
through the motions until, inevitably, Liverpool secured their passage to the last 
eight. It had never been in doubt. 
Klopp suggested he would make only "one, two, three changes" but in the end it 
was five, with Mohamed Salah among those to drop out ahead of this weekend's 
trip to Old Trafford. For Porto, centre-half Diego Reyes was the sole survivor from 
the first-leg mauling as visiting manager Sergio Conceicao acknowledged the 
insurmountable scale of the task. 
His much-changed line-up at least did a better job of keeping the Champions 
League's most potent attack at bay during a languid first half. 
It said much about both sides' lack of urgency that the minute's silence provided 
one of the more interesting flash points. Sections of Porto's support were 
incapable of staying quiet to honour Davide Astori, the Fiorentina and Italy 
defender who died, aged 31, on Sunday. The rest of Anfield paid their respects, 
then jeered their guests. 
Events on the pitch in the first half were not nearly as bad-tempered, and only 
Sadio Mané came close to stirring this somnambulant second leg. After latching 
on to an incisive James Milner pass, Liverpool's hattrick hero from the first game 
fired firmly past Iker Casillas but against the base of the post. 
Liverpool thus went into the break wholly comfortable, their visitors having 
registered just one wayward shot on goal. Loris Karius was eventually called into 
action shortly after the restart but had little problem in pushing aside a long-
distance effort from Majeed Waris. 
Roberto Firmino was fancied to break the deadlock when Jordan Henderson 
slipped the in-form forward through on goal, but centrehalf Felipe nipped in to 
block his effort as he bore down on Casillas. 
The biggest cheer of the night was saved for Salah's introduction and the Egyptian 
soon raised the decibels. His cross from the right evaded all in the Porto penalty 
area save Milner, but he could only direct his header straight at Casillas. 
The visitors threatened most towards the close, and one Sergio Oliveira effort 
dipped wickedly over the bar, following a deflection, but Conceicao's side offered 
nothing substantial. Job done for Liverpool, though the quarter-finals will bring a 
much tougher test 
 

 
YAWN OF NEW ERA 
ONLY a handful of efforts on target in a game against mediocre opposition at 
Anfield. No problem. 
Barely a thrilling passage of play on a European night at the great stadium. No 
problem. 
Europ stadium Failure spi No goals s to record a fifth win on the spin. No problem. 
Still unbeaten in this season's Champions League, Liverpool hat for the 
quarterfinal draw. 
More re immediate relevantly for the future, this was a decent, light, televised 
training session ahead of the Premier League meeting with Manchester United at 
the weekend. 
Because let's face it, after drubbing Porto 5-0 in the first leg, this match was as 
much a formality as the handshakes and the daft anthem. 
It was an opportunity to get some kilometres in Adam Lallana's legs and keep the 
likes of Joel Matip, Alberto Moreno and Joe Gomez loose and a little happier with 
life. 
On the whole, those currently not among the top-ranked acquitted themselves 
well last night. 
Gomez might fancy himself as a centre-half but his aptitude for the overlap, one 
of which led to Sadio Mane volleying over one early chance, is an essential tool in 
a full-back's box. 
The problem for Gomez is that when most are fit, it is hard to see him getting in 
anywhere across Jurgen Klopp's back line. 
Yes, the picture is tinted rose by their current patch of purple form but Klopp 
(left) appears to have some decent strength in depth. 
Moreno was not overly tested but his zest for a lost cause led to another first half 
Mane opportunity which found the inside of Iker Casillas's right upright. 
Apparently, the statistics bods do not count that as a shot on target, which meant 
there were none of those in the entire first half. 
That just about summed up the night. 
As Jordan Henderson said game: "We're through next round which the most 
important thing - obviously we wanted to win, but we have to give credit to Porto 
because they played well. 
"We couldn't manage to break down." 
But if Liverpool were a little too casual, far too sloppy and just a touch 
uninterested, you could hardly blame them, and any onus to take the game by the 
scruff of the neck shoul have been on the visitors from Portugal. 
Instead, for swathes of this sleepy occasion, Porto seemed content to become the 
first team in memory to try to protect a five-goal deficit. 
To be fair, they did have the game's first accurate strike on goal, Majeed Waris 
stretching Loris Karius, a keeper who seems to be developing fresh confidence 
with each start. 
That is probably why Klopp decided against giving Simon Mignolet an outing. 
Momentum. 
That must have been the reason Mane and Firmino had to do a shift apiece, 
although the latter's lasted little more than an hour, probably the time you would 
have thought Klopp's attention turned exclusively to the Old Trafford engagement 
in three days' time. If they did, he confounded most people by sending on Mo 
Salah but maybe he was just keeping his main man ticking over. 
Salah (left) duly produced opportunities for both James Milner and fellow 
substitute Danny Ings, who was denied by Casillas in what might be the final 
Champions League appearance of one of Europe's most decorated players. 
In his cameo, Salah probably carried the most creative threat of the night but that 
was hardly an accolade. 
Because in truth, everyone could have gone home after the handshakes and the 
daft anthem. 
Liverpool's mission had long been accomplished, now for something livelier on 

Saturday. 
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Klopp's great entertainers take the night off, but Champions League 
dreams are very much alive 
The great entertainers took the night off. There was nothing to see here. No fuss, 
no drama, no fanfare. Liverpool enjoyed a stroll in the park en route to confirming 
their place in the quarter-finals of the Champions League. 
Having already equalled a club record by plundering 34 goals in Europe this 
term, Jurgen Klopp'sside failed to add to their account during an instantly 
forgettable stalemate. Anfield had waited nine years to host a Champions League 
knockout tie. When it arrived it proved to be something of an anti-climax but there 
were no complaints from a capacity crowd and rightly so. 
Liverpool had earned the right to go through the motions after the stunning 5-0 
demolition jobthey had served up in Porto three weeks earlier. This tie was over on  
Valentine's Day. The hard yards had already been done with that booming 
statement of intent which reverberated across the continent. 
Kopites can circle March 16 in the diary – that's the date when they will discover 
their next assignment on the road to Kiev. 
Between now and then they can sit back and watch as Europe's elite attempt to 
join Liverpool and Real Madrid in the last eight. 
Forget this non-event of a second leg, nobody will fancy being drawn against 
Klopp's side. They have an array of firepower capable of striking fear into any 
backline and there's a growing maturity when it comes to managing games. 
A fifth clean sheet in the last seven matches was never seriously in doubt. 
With key men emerging unscathed, they will head for Old Trafford on Saturday 
with genuine belief that they can put one over their rivals. 
Even Jose Mourinho might show more ambition that Porto, whose game plan to 
claw back a five-goal deficit involved sticking 10 men behind the ball. 
Klopp thought they would come out fighting, instead they raised the white flag. In 
the end they were simply delighted to leave with their dignity intact. 
Having initially talked about not resting anyone, Klopp wisely changed half his team 
with one eye on the trip to Manchester United. 
Porto were spared the sight of 32-goal top scorer Mohamed Salah, who only 
emerged off the bench late on. Trent Alexander-Arnold, Virgil van Dijk, Andy 
Robertson and Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain were also given a breather. 
Adam Lallana got his chance on the left of Klopp's three-pronged attack with James 
Milner, Joe Gomez, Joel Matip and Alberto Moreno also recalled. 
Klopp had done his best to ensure that Liverpool maintained their high standards 
despite their huge advantage from the first leg. The Liverpool boss had warned his 
players to expect a backlash from Porto after the humiliation they endured on 
home turf. But human nature dictated that the Reds would take their foot off the 
gas. Talk about this tie still being alive was decidedly hollow. Everyone inside 
Anfield knew it. The opening 45 minutes resembled a training exercise for 
Liverpool. There was little urgency or tempo to their play. 
Rather than throw caution to the wind in a bid to pull off a miraculous fightback, 
Sergio Conceicao set up his side simply to avoid another pasting. 
Having made eight changes following their 2-1 win over rivals Sporting Lisbon, 
Porto defended in numbers with top scorer Vincent Aboubakar isolated up front. 
The Cameroon international did threaten to get in behind Gomez early on but Loris 
Karius was off his line smartly to save at his feet. 
Liverpool's build up play was slow and predictable. Moreno felt the wrath of Milner 
after launching an aimless cross-field pass which bobbled out of play. 
Gomez produced a quality delivery after latching on to Emre Can's pass down the 
right. Mane at full stretch diverted it narrowly over the bar. 
This was Lallana's first European start for Liverpool since the 2016 Europa League 
final and only his third in all competitions during an injury-wrecked season. 
It's been a campaign of immense frustration for the Reds midfielder who was so 
key to the club qualifying for the Champions League. He's desperate to force his 
way back into Klop's side and secure an England spot ahead of this summer's 
World Cup. Lallana clearly needs games to get up to speed but here was a 
reminder of the attributes he possesses. He whipped in a beauty which just eluded 
Firmino and was heavily involved again just past the half hour mark. 
Twisting and turning, Lallana did well under pressure to find Milner, whose clipped 
cross was inch perfect for Mane. His control was instant and the first leg hat-trick 
hero struck it sweetly, but the ball cannoned back off the inside of the post. 
Milner is the assists king of Europe having created seven goals in the Champions 
League this season – out-shining the likes of Neymar, Eden Hazard and Kevin de 
Bruyne. And the Reds vice-captain once again turned creator with an inviting free-
kick which Dejan Lovren nodded on to the roof of the net. 
Porto captain Felipe missed the first leg due to suspension and the Brazilian 
defender showed his worth to the visitors as he kept Roberto Firmino quiet for 
long periods. It was the first time since the visit of Chelsea in November that 
Liverpool had failed to muster a first-half shot on target. 
The second half wasn't much better. This was two teams who already knew their 
fate was sealed. Lallana linked up well with Moreno just after the break but his low 
centre was scuffed wide by the on-rushing Milner. Majeed Waris belatedly forced a 
scrambling save from Karius but Porto failed to muster anything resembling a spell 
of pressure. At the other end Firmino had precious little service and when he did  
 

race through on goal, Felipe got back to make the block. There was little to be 
gained from keeping the No 9 out there and Danny Ings was rightly handed the 
final half hour in his place. Having shown such resilience to battle his way back 
from two serious knee injuries, Ings has an entire fanbase willing him on as he 
looks to re-ignite his Liverpool career. His work ethic certainly makes him a Klopp 
player. Surprisingly, given the circumstances, Salah was summoned from the bench 
for the final 15 minutes. The injection of class was instant as he plucked a 60-yard 
pass from Lovren out of the night's sky and then produced a sublime flick into Ings' 
feet. There was danger when a free-kick flashed across the face of goal but the 
impressive Lovren stuck out a boot to brilliantly thwart Oliver Torres. 
Salah almost inspired a late flourish. He was denied by Iker Casillas and then 
crossed for Ings, whose looping header was clawed behind by the legendary 
Spanish keeper. 'Win the European Cup for me', declared a giant banner on the 
Kop. That dream is still very much alive. 
MATCH FACTS 
Liverpool: Karius, Gomez, Matip, Lovren, Moreno, Henderson, Can (Klavan 80), 
Milner, Mane (Salah 74), Firmino (Ings 62), Lallana. 
Not used: Mignolet, Van Dijk, Oxlade-Chamberlain, Alexander-Arnold. 
Porto: Casillas, Pereira, Felipe, Reyes, Dalot, Torres, Andre (Oliveira 62), Costa, 
Corona, Aboubakar (Paciencia 80), Waris (Ricardo 67). 
Not used: Sa, Brahimi, Mata, Otavio. 
Referee: Felix Zwayer Goals: none Bookings: Henderson, Andre, Dalot. 
Man of the match: Dejan Lovren. Rock-solid once again. 

PUBLICO 
Formalidade de Anfield resolvida com um diplomático empate 
Não houve nenhuma recuperação épica e, sem surpresa, a aventura europeia do 
FC Porto 2017-18 chegou ao fim no bairro de Anfield, em Liverpool. Após a 
goleada imposta pelos “reds” aos “azuis e brancos” na primeira mão dos oitavos-
de-final da Liga dos Campeões disputada no Estádio do Dragão (0-5), ingleses e 
portugueses reencontraram-se no Norte de Inglaterra e, numa noite de 
poupanças a mais e qualidade futebolística a menos, a formalidade do segundo 
jogo ficou resolvida com um diplomático nulo. Numa partida sem grandes 
destaques individuais, Sérgio Conceição surpreendeu ao oferecer a titularidade a 
Bruno Costa, médio de 20 anos que nesta época tem estado em destaque na 
equipa B do FC Porto. 
Com a eliminatória virtualmente decidida e as duas equipas comprometidas em 
intensas lutas internas, Jürgen Klopp e Sérgio Conceição foram menos 
conservadores do que tinham anunciado na véspera. Após um desgastante 
confronto com o Sporting, o técnico portista preservou a estabilidade defensiva 
— a única alteração foi a troca de Marcano por Reyes —, mas do meio-campo 
para a frente a transformação foi total. 
Privado de um quarteto de peso (Alex Telles, Danilo, Soares e Marega), Conceição 
deu folga a Sérgio Oliveira (entrou na segunda parte), Herrera, Otávio e Brahimi, 
apostando em André André e Óliver para formarem a dupla mais recuada de 
médios. Um pouco mais à frente, surgiu a surpresa da noite: aos 20 anos, e com 
um longo e consistente percurso nos escalões de formação das selecções 
nacionais, Bruno Costa estreou-se na principal equipa do FC Porto, jogando bem 
próximo de Aboubakar. O baixo nível competitivo da partida não ajudou o 30.º 
jogador utilizado por Sérgio Conceição nesta época e o promissor médio ofensivo 
acabou por ter uma estreia com pouco brilho. 
Apesar de ter, no próximo sábado, um confronto com José Mourinho em Old 
Trafford, que pode ser decisivo na luta entre Liverpool e Manchester United pela 
vice-liderança da Premier League, Klopp abdicou de menos trunfos. Mantendo o 
4x3x3 de sempre, o técnico alemão poupou jogadores importantes como Van 
Dijk, Wijnaldum e Salah, mas não prescindiu de pesos-pesados como Emre Can, 
Sadio Mané e Firmino. 
Com pouco para narrar, o duelo entre Liverpool e FC Porto é fácil de descrever. 
Jogada quase sempre devagar ou devagarinho, a partida foi demasiado morna. Os 
“dragões” até começaram melhor e Aboubakar teve a primeira oportunidade, 
mas perante um meio-campo do FC Porto demasiado light (André André, Óliver e 
Bruno Costa pesam menos de 70kg), o Liverpool, a pouco e pouco, assumiu o 
domínio e as duas primeiras ocasiões dos “reds” foram do protagonista da 
primeira mão. Após apontar um hat-trick no Porto, o Sadio Mané provocou o 
primeiro calafrio a Casillas aos 18’ e, aos 31’, acertou com estrondo no poste 
direito da baliza. A noite, no entanto, não seria de fortuna para o senegalês. 
Sem alterações ao intervalo, o início da segunda parte foi mais do mesmo. 
Atacando apenas pela certa, o Liverpool provocou perigo por Milner (47’), mas 
cinco minutos depois Waris teve nos pés a melhor oportunidade de golo portista 
no jogo, com Karius a resolver o problema. Momentaneamente mais animada, a 
partida em Anfield Road voltou a ter mais uma oportunidade de golo em cima da 
hora de jogo, mas Felipe, com um excelente corte, ganhou o duelo “canarinho” 
com Firmino. 
Seguiu-se, com as substituições de ambos os lados, nova quebra de ritmo, mas na 
recta final a monotonia voltou a ser quebrada. Primeiro com os portistas em 
destaque: o remate de Óliver, na sequência de um livre de Sérgio Oliveira, acabou 
interceptada por Lovren. Perto do minuto 90, chegou o momento mais aparatoso 
de todo o jogo: Ings rematou de cabeça, mas Casillas garantiu que o FC Porto, 
pela primeira vez, terminava um jogo em casa de um adversário inglês sem 
qualquer golo sofrido. 

 

https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/liverpool-fc
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/all-about/jurgen-klopp
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/liverpool-player-ratings-james-milner-14376934
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/liverpool-verdict-klopps-relentless-scoring-14292218
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/liverpool-verdict-klopps-relentless-scoring-14292218
https://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/sport/football/football-news/liverpool-analysis-manchester-city-real-14377074
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Jurgen Klopp says Liverpool "belong" in the Champions League quarter-finals after 
a 0-0 second-leg draw at Anfield gave them a 5-0 aggregate win over Porto in 
their last-16 tie. 
It is the first time since 2009 the Reds have reached the last eight but Klopp 
insisted it "should not be a big surprise". 
Liverpool won 5-0 in Portugal to set up a comfortable return leg at Anfield. 
They will discover their next opponents when the draw is made on 16 March. 
"The next round will be difficult, seven other very good teams - maybe four of 
them are from England, which doesn't make it easier," Klopp said. 
"I think we will have a chance for sure to go to the semi-finals. We'll take it step 
by step." 
The quarter-final ties will be played in the first and second weeks of April and 
Klopp says he "doesn't care" who Liverpool's opponents are. 
"We take it how it comes," he said. "We don't wish for anybody. We play whoever 
we get." 
It wasn't a spectacular ending to Liverpool's last-16 tie but there were a few 
chances to break the deadlock. 
Sadio Mane acrobatically fired an effort over the bar and hit the post in a 
generally tame first half that also saw Dejan Lovren head narrowly wide. 
Danny Ings picked up some rare game-time as a second-half substitute and was 
denied from close range by Iker Casillas late in the game after Majeed Waris' 
strike - Porto's only shot on target. 
Klopp used the opportunity to rest players for Liverpool's Premier League match 
against Manchester United on Saturday (12:30 GMT), making five changes to the 
starting line-up. 
Virgil van Dijk and Mohamed Salah were named among the substitutes but the 
Egyptian did have a cameo in the second half as Mane was given a breather. 
There was also a chance for Joe Gomez and Adam Lallana to gain further fitness 
following returns from injury. 
Liverpool back in Europe's elite 
It is almost 11 years since Liverpool faced AC Milan in the Champions League final, 
losing 2-1 in Athens. 
Back then they were hitting the heights in European football pretty regularly - the 
most successful English club in the competition's history, it was just two years 
since they had beaten the same opponents to lift their fifth trophy on a famous 
night in Istanbul. 
But since being knocked out at the group stage in 2009, Liverpool have only 
featured in the Champions League twice. 
It was a dejected-looking Reds side who trudged off the field in December 2014, 
a 1-1 draw with Basel confirming their elimination from the competition after a 
wretched campaign. 
It would be Steven Gerrard's last game in the Champions League - a Liverpool 
legend bowing out with a goal but unable to reproduce the heroics he had done 
against Olympiakos a decade before en route to Istanbul. 
After five years of waiting, it wasn't the way Liverpool had dreamt their comeback 
would go. 
Four more years on, Liverpool are back. And this time they look more than worthy 
members of Europe's elite. 
They have cantered into the quarter-finals - barely hitting second gear - and now 
they eye the prize of a place in the last four. 
Farewell to a European great? 
Porto goalkeeper Casillas may have played his final Champions League game 
tonight - if so, he leaves the competition with a record number of appearances. 
The 36-year-old, who played his 167th game on Tuesday, is expected to leave 
Porto at the end of the season and it is unclear where his future lies. 
But this was not the fairytale ending the three-time European champion might 
have hoped for. Despite a decent save from Ings late in the second half, it was 
largely a forgettable evening. 
A quiet evening in attack - best of the stats 
Liverpool progress to the last eight of the Champions League for the first time 
since 2008-09 (when they were eventually knocked out by Chelsea). 
Liverpool remain unbeaten against Porto in their six meetings in all competitions 
(W3 D3). 
Iker Casillas made his 167th appearance in the Champions League, 16 more than 
any other player in the history of the Champions League/European Cup (Xavi is 
next on 151). 
This was the first Champions League game this season with no first-half shots on 
target, and the first since 14 February last year - Benfica v Borussia Dortmund. 
Liverpool also failed to direct a single shot on target in the first half of a game for 
only the second time this season in any competition (also v Chelsea on 25 
November in the Premier League) 
The Merseysiders failed to score at Anfield for the first time in their past nine 
games in all competitions, since a 0-0 draw against West Brom in December. 
Liverpool have kept five clean sheets in their past six games in the Champions 
League, only conceding against Sevilla in November (3-3). 
The Reds secured their biggest aggregate margin in European competition (five) 
since beating Real Madrid 1-0 and 4-0 in the last 16 of the Champions League in 
2009. 

 
 

'It is rare to have a game like this' - what the boss said 
Liverpool manager Jurgen Klopp speaking to BT Sport: "We did the job and that 
was it tonight. 
"It wasn't the most exciting game but we controlled it, had a few chances, got a 
clean sheet and gave some boys some minutes. I am pretty sure it is rare to have 
a game like this in the knockout stages! 
"We needed to be serious and we were, so all good. Of course, we want to win 
two games at this stage. When you watch the game you always think 'oh come 
on, a little bit more here or there' but they did well and it is all good. The attitude 
was outstanding." 
What's next? 
Liverpool prepare for a blockbuster fixture on Saturday as they travel to Old 
Trafford to take on Premier League rivals Manchester United (12:30 GMT) with 
second place in the table up for grabs. 

 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/43049300
http://news.bbc.co.uk/sport1/hi/football/europe/6669039.stm
http://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/29363537
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Match ends, Liverpool 0, FC Porto 0. 
90'+4' Second Half ends, Liverpool 0, FC Porto 0. 
90'+2' Diogo Dalot (FC Porto is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
90'+2' Danny Ings (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
90'+2' Foul by Diogo Dalot (FC Porto. 
90'+2' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
90'+2' Felipe (FC Porto wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
90'+1' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
90'+1' Óliver Torres (FC Porto wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
90' Foul by Joel Matip (Liverpool. 
90' Gonçalo Paciência (FC Porto wins a free kick on the left wing. 
88' Corner, Liverpool. Conceded by Diogo Dalot. 
88' Attempt saved. Danny Ings (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is saved in 
the top centre of the goal. Assisted by Mohamed Salah. 
85' Attempt missed. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of the 
box is too high. Assisted by James Milner with a cross. 
84' Attempt blocked. Óliver Torres (FC Porto right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. 
84' Attempt blocked. Ricardo Pereira (FC Porto right footed shot from the centre of the 
box is blocked. Assisted by Sérgio Oliveira with a cross. 
83' Foul by Ragnar Klavan (Liverpool. 
83' Ricardo Pereira (FC Porto wins a free kick on the right wing. 
83' Attempt missed. Felipe (FC Porto right footed shot from the centre of the box is too 
high. Assisted by Sérgio Oliveira with a cross following a corner. 
82' Corner, FC Porto. Conceded by Ragnar Klavan. 
82' Attempt blocked. Sérgio Oliveira (FC Porto right footed shot from outside the box is 
blocked. Assisted by Óliver Torres. 
82' Attempt saved. Mohamed Salah (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of the 
box is saved in the bottom right corner. Assisted by Alberto Moreno. 
80' Substitution, Liverpool. Ragnar Klavan replaces Emre Can because of an injury. 
80' Substitution, FC Porto. Gonçalo Paciência replaces Vincent Aboubakar. 
79' Attempt missed. Jesús Manuel Corona (FC Porto right footed shot from the left side 
of the box is close, but misses to the left. Assisted by Bruno Costa. 
77' Attempt saved. James Milner (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is saved 
in the top centre of the goal. Assisted by Mohamed Salah with a cross. 
76' Attempt saved. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of the 
box is saved in the top centre of the goal. 
74' Substitution, Liverpool. Mohamed Salah replaces Sadio Mané. 
72' Corner, FC Porto. Conceded by Joel Matip. 
69' Foul by Joel Matip (Liverpool. 
69' Vincent Aboubakar (FC Porto wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
68' Sadio Mané (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
68' Foul by Ricardo Pereira (FC Porto. 
68' Substitution, FC Porto. Ricardo Pereira replaces Majeed Waris. 
67' Offside, Liverpool. Jordan Henderson tries a through ball, but Danny Ings is caught 
offside. 
67' Attempt saved. Danny Ings (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is saved in 
the top centre of the goal. Assisted by Jordan Henderson with a cross. 
62' Substitution, FC Porto. Sérgio Oliveira replaces André André. 
62' Substitution, Liverpool. Danny Ings replaces Roberto Firmino. 
59' Jordan Henderson (Liverpool is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
59' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
59' Jesús Manuel Corona (FC Porto wins a free kick on the right wing. 
59' Attempt missed. Alberto Moreno (Liverpool left footed shot from outside the box 
misses to the right. 
59' Attempt blocked. Roberto Firmino (Liverpool left footed shot from the left side of 
the box is blocked. 
59' Attempt missed. Óliver Torres (FC Porto right footed shot from more than 35 yards 
misses to the left from a direct free kick. 
58' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
58' Bruno Costa (FC Porto wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
55' Attempt missed. Óliver Torres (FC Porto right footed shot from outside the box is too 
high. 
52' Offside, FC Porto. Bruno Costa tries a through ball, but Diego Reyes is caught offside. 
52' Corner, FC Porto. Conceded by Loris Karius. 
52' Attempt saved. Majeed Waris (FC Porto right footed shot from outside the box is 
saved in the bottom left corner. Assisted by Vincent Aboubakar. 
51' Emre Can (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
51' Foul by André André (FC Porto. 
49' Offside, Liverpool. Emre Can tries a through ball, but Roberto Firmino is caught 
offside. 
49' Attempt missed. Maxi Pereira (FC Porto right footed shot from outside the box is 
high and wide to the right. Assisted by Bruno Costa. 
48' Attempt missed. James Milner (Liverpool right footed shot from the centre of the 
box misses to the right. 
 Second Half begins Liverpool 0, FC Porto 0. 
45' First Half ends, Liverpool 0, FC Porto 0. 
44' Hand ball by Maxi Pereira (FC Porto. 
40' Jordan Henderson (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
40' Foul by Felipe (FC Porto. 
39' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
39' Foul by Maxi Pereira (FC Porto. 
38' James Milner (Liverpool wins a free kick on the right wing. 
38' Foul by Majeed Waris (FC Porto. 
37' Offside, Liverpool. Roberto Firmino tries a through ball, but Sadio Mané is caught  

 
offside. 
36' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
36' André André (FC Porto wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
35' Offside, Liverpool. Jordan Henderson tries a through ball, but Emre Can is caught 
offside. 
35' Attempt missed. Dejan Lovren (Liverpool header from the centre of the box is just a 
bit too high. Assisted by James Milner with a cross following a set piece situation. 
34' André André (FC Porto is shown the yellow card for a bad foul. 
34' Alberto Moreno (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
34' Foul by André André (FC Porto. 
31' Sadio Mané (Liverpool hits the left post with a right footed shot from the centre of 
the box. Assisted by James Milner. 
24' Foul by Emre Can (Liverpool. 
24' Jesús Manuel Corona (FC Porto wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
19' Attempt missed. Vincent Aboubakar (FC Porto right footed shot from the centre of 
the box is close, but misses to the right. Assisted by Jesús Manuel Corona with a through 
ball. 
18' Attempt missed. Sadio Mané (Liverpool right footed shot from very close range is 
just a bit too high. Assisted by Joseph Gomez with a cross. 
16' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick on the left wing. 
16' Foul by Maxi Pereira (FC Porto. 
10' Roberto Firmino (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
10' Foul by Felipe (FC Porto. 
9' Offside, Liverpool. Alberto Moreno tries a through ball, but Roberto Firmino is caught 
offside. 
7' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the attacking half. 
7' Foul by Jesús Manuel Corona (FC Porto. 
7' Adam Lallana (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
7' Foul by André André (FC Porto. 
4' Joseph Gomez (Liverpool wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
4' Foul by Vincent Aboubakar (FC Porto. 
3' Foul by James Milner (Liverpool. 
3' Majeed Waris (FC Porto wins a free kick in the defensive half. 
2' Foul by Jordan Henderson (Liverpool. 
2' Majeed Waris (FC Porto wins a free kick on the left wing. 
 First Half begins. 
Lineups are announced and players are warming up.  
 


